
THE CURSE OF THE ROCKING CHAIR

Chapter 1: the chair Â· Chapter 2: a new "friend" Â· Chapter 3: the ghost girl. Get notified when The curse of the rocking
chair is updated. Continue with Facebook .

Some instances include a roofer who sat in it died after the roof he was working on collapsed, and a cleaning
woman stumbled into it while mopping, and was later killed by a brain tumor. Image taken from
Paranormalguide. So the chair was locked away in the cellar. Back at the site the man fell through the roof of
the building and landed on the concrete ground below. However, one day a delivery man was in the basement
and sat in it. On finding the body, Busby was arrested at the inn and charged with murder. This death proved
to be the final straw for Earnshaw and he banished the chair to the cellar. Did Busby really commit murder
over a chair? A few years later, two brick layers decided to try it, and that afternoon, the one who sat in it fell
to his death. There is something about this story, this legend that makes me not want to take the risk. An
inquest decided it was suicide. Sometime during the argument Awety left back for Danotty Hall without his
daughter but busby was fuming. The two men broke into an argument of quite large proportions. It is said that
for some time prior to death time varies in all cases the person who sat in the chair experiences haunting
experiences, including extreme itching, paranoia, hearing things, confusion, items being moved and written
warnings on mirrors and walls about the persons imminent death in addition to many other strange
happenings. A delivery man sat in the chair while it was stored away in the cellar that generations landlord
was sick of the deaths it was causing after enquiring about the legend. His house which he called Danotty Hall
was ideal for Awety, enabling him to continue with his illegal coining activities in relative seclusion. But even
there, the curse wielded its evil influence â€” an unfortunate delivery man took a quick rest while unloading
packages in the store room, and was killed in a car accident that same day. On his way to the gallows in , he
asked to stop by the pub and put a curse on his chair, claiming that anyone who sat in it would be haunted and
soon die. An hour later, he crashed his truck and died. After he was dead he was cut down, dipped in pitch and
hanged from a gibbet. And both men died later that day, after their car hit a tree. The publican who had had
enough took the chair to the local museum and told them to display it up high and to never allow anyone to sit
in it A strange picture this may paint but it is all pretty straight forward. He purchased an old farm which he
converted to something more suitable to his needs â€” he built a large, hidden underground room and installed
a very robust locking mechanism so unexpected visitors could not catch him at his work. Another is strung up
in a gibbet, covered in pitch after being hanged by the neck till he was dead. Busby himself has been seen
about the inn on occasion taking the form of a dark shadow on the upper floor landings. The inn was soon
after renamed the Busby Stoop Inn, a name which it retained until it closed in  The museum hung the chair
high on a wall and no-one has tempted the curse for nearly 30 years. However all of this may turn out to be a
little dubious. He commented to Earnshaw that it was far too comfortable to be left down there. Results:
Unsolved. However as he was led to his execution Busby cursed all people to death who would take a seat in
his favourite chair. One evening, most likely after drinking, he returned home to find Awety there. It remained
in the pub for centuries, and people were dared to sit in it. When he got back, the airman grabbed a building
brick and smashed the head of the driver, killing him. To this day the chair is mounted high up on the wall of
the Thirsk Museum and no one has been allowed to sit in it, no matter how much they offer for the thrill. His
workmates dared him to sit in the chair, which he did. At first skeptical of the Busby curse, he later reported
several disturbing incidents. Awety did not want his daughter to be married or otherwise associated with a
drunkard. He died in a car crash that evening when he lost control of his car and it crashed killing him
sometime later. They both did. While waiting, the driver sat in the chair. In more recent times post WWII a
young builders apprentice died soon after having lunch at the inn.


